The NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel has served as a unique national facility for aeroelastic testing for over forty years. A significant portion of this testing has been to measure unsteady pressures on models undergoing flutter, forced oscillations, or buffet. These tests have ranged from early launch vehicle buffet to flutter of a generic high-speed transport. This paper will highlight some of the test techniques, model design approaches, and the many unsteady pressure tests conducted in the TDT. The objectives and results of the data acquired during these tests will be summarized for each case and a brief discussion of ongoing research involving unsteady pressurc measurements and new TDT capabilities will be presented. Pressure measurements during flutter _NACA 0012 airfoil win on PAPA Pressure measurements during flutter supercritical airfoil wing on PAPA, installed 9/9 i Rigid wing, active spoiler and aileron, loads and pressures and flutter on PAPA Pressure measurements on flexible wing Pressure measurements during flutter NACA 64A010 airfoil win_ on PAPA 499 5O8 HSR-RSM Balance HSR-RSM PAPA Test Hi_,h Speed Research Tests 09/06/94-10/26/94 05/22/95 -06/20/95 Aerodynamic forces and pressures Unsteady pressure measurement effort with flexible mount 513 HSR-RSM II On Balance 09/05/95 -09/20/95 Aerodynamic forces and pressures, model core failure, no data 520 HSR-RSM II On Balance 03/15/96 -04/05/96 __namic forces and pressures HSR-FSM 521 530 04/13/96 -05/06/96 08/24/98 -10/04/98 HSR RSM/PAPA Flutter model with pressure measurements Unsteady pressure measurements during, flutter on PAPA 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics TableI. TDTtests involvin _,unstead_¢ pressure meastarements. (Concluded) Test No. Test Title Date Comments Launch Vehicle Buffet Tests 24 Saturn-Apollo Pressure Model 08/24/61 -09/14/61 Buffet pressure measurements in air 31 11/07/61 -11/20/61 and Freon for different size models 38 Project HRE Buffet Model 03/I 2/62 -04103/62 102 423 510 519 PSTL-1 Saturn Apollo Model Atlas-Centaur Large Payload Fairing Delta II Launch Vehicle, Composite Payload Delta III Launch Vehicle 02/28/66 -03/25/66 Buffet pressure measurements on reentry nose Buffet pressure measurements on rigid model in several tunnels 06/12/88 -07/15/88 Buffeting, bulbous payload fairing and buffet measurements 06/22/95 -07/06/95 02/26/96 -03/12/96
A more complete history of the tunnel and its capabilities is presented in Reference 5.
The TDT, shown in Figure I , is a large-scale, closed-return, continuous flow tunnel capable of operating at subsonic through low supersonic speeds. It is a variable pressure facility with a 16foot cropped-corner slotted test section as shown in Figure 2 . Either air or a heaw gas can bc used as a test medium and the tunnel can be operated at pressures ranging from near vacuum to atmospheric conditions. The maximum Reynolds number capability of the tunnel is approximately 3 million per foot in air, and 10 million per foot in heavy gas. The TDT used dichlorodifluoromethane, R-12, as the heavy gas test medium until 1997 when the tunnel was converted to operate in 1, I, 1,2 6.7 tetrafluoroethane, R-134a . Model mount systems include a sidewall turntable for semispan models, a variety of stings for full-span models, and a cable mount system to simulate flying models. The TDT was designed and developed specifically for flutter testing with high model visibility from the control room and a unique bypass valve system that rapidly reduces the tunnel velocity and dynamic pressure.
Test engineers can activate this latter system from the control room when severe model instabilities are encountered during testing. Pressure transducer technology and its integration in wind tunnel models for unsteady pressure testing has evolved steadily over the period in which TDT researchers have acquired unsteady pressure data.
While some progress has been realized in reducing the size of the transducers, the primary advances have come in the sensitivity, temperature stability, ruggedness, and DC response of the instruments. The TDT is a pressure facility that usually operates at sub-atmospheric pressures. Therefore, the type of transducer, differential or absolute, employed in unsteady pressure testing can have a large impact on the quality of data acquired. Differential transducers are used for most testing in the TDT since by referencing them to the tunnel plenum pressure, their sensitivity can be closely tailored to the anticipated pressure fluctuations on the model. Another benefit ofdifferential gages isthat theycana|lbecalibrated in asingle pass byreferencing them toa single adjustable pressure source andapplying aknown pressure tothereference side ofthetransducers. Absolute gages have been utilized onoccasion however, typically fortests performed atornear atmospheric conditions. TheF-18and F-22finbuffet studies described inthispaper arerecent examples where absolute gages have been effcctively employed.
There arctwoprimary tcchniques that have been used formeasuring unsteady pressure attheTDT. Table 1 ). These latter models were developed specifically to provide unsteady pressure data for use in analytical method evaluation.
Recent and planned unsteady pressure measurements continue to focus on the generation of high-quality code validation data, but more realistic configurations have become the subject of these tests.
The HSR program is the most definitive example of this transition, where a number of tests were performed using identical or very similar geometries for a variety of unsteady aerodynamics problems. This series of tests simultaneously supported code validation and configuration development objectives.
The MAVRIC-I testing discussed later in this paper, is an upcoming unsteady pressure measurement test that follows along this path in that the primary purpose of the test is code validation, but the configuration is that of a realistic geometry. Hinge line,
CASES SUPPORTING CONFIGURATION RESEARCH

Clipped Delta Wing
80% chord
Wing planform and instrumentation layout for the clipped delta wing model.
The model is shown installed in the TDT in Figure 7 .
It was mounted to a splitter plate that was offset from the TDT wall, and the root of the wing was attached to an endplate that moved with the wing during pitching oscillations. The model was oscillatcd in pitch using a large, hydraulically driven, spring system mounted behind the TDT wall. The mcan angle-of-attack and the amplitude and frequency of pitch oscillation could be varied using this device. A miniature hydraulic actuator located in the wing drove the trailing-edge control surface. 
Large-Scale Oscillation Ritz
Motivated by the need to investigate dynamic stall effects, a mechanism to generate oscillations up through the stall angle of attack was developed. This mechanism is shown in Figure 10 and was called lhe Large -Scale Oscillation Rig (LSOR). The airfoil section was located between end plates and was driven by hydraulic actuators located within the fairings on the outside of the splitter plates. One row of unsteady pressure transducers was located in a center metric section. Three airfoils were developed for the tests. During TDT Test 338 the drive mechanism malfunctioned. The system was retested as TDT Test 364. These two tests were preceded by two tests that involved some boundary layer and flow field measurements (Tests 282 and 31 I). Although TDT Test 364 was successfully carried out the results were not published. Figure 10 . LSOR rig installed in the TDT.
Energy-Efficient Transport Wine with
Oscillating Control Surfaces
This model _4consisted of a half-body fuselage similar to that of a "wide-body" transport and a rigid semispan wing representative of "energy efficient" transport designs, The model was mounted on the tunnel sidewall to a turntable mechanism that allowed the mean angle of attack to be varied (see Figure 11 ).
A sketch of the wing is presented in Figure 12 . The wing had a leading-edge sweep of 28.8 degrees, an aspect ratio of 10.76, and a semispan of 2.286 meters. The side of the half-body was located at wing station 0.219 meters. Steady pressures were measured using six 48-port scanning valves that were stepped simultaneously from port to port. For each measurement, the pressure was allowed to settle for 0.3 second and then was averaged for approximately I second to acquire a mean value of pressure coefficient for each orifice. Reference 15gives dataforthefirstte_t in which control surfaces 6and9 were actuated (see Figure  12 ).During thesecond test, control surfaces 4,6,and 9were actuated mandthethirdtest involved actuation ofcontrol surfaces I, 6,and10 _7. 
Flow
Chord The wing was constructed in three sections. The center section was made of aluminum with upper and lower halves that were pinned and bonded together.
The leading and trailing-edge pieces were of balsa and Kevlar construction to minimize inertia loading.
An instrumentation layout for the wing is shown in Figure 19 . Unsteady pressures were measured along four chords at 30.9, 58.8, 80.9, and 95.1 percent of the The majority of test data were acquired in heavy gas, R-12, and these data arc generally accepted as the most useful for CFD code validation and verification.
The available data for this wing is summarized in Figure 20 . The RSW was tested at Mach numbers between 0.40 and 0.90, and static angles-of-attack between -4 and 14 degrees. The majority of data were acquired at angles-of-attack between -I and 7 degrees.
The high end of the Mach number and angle-of-attack range is well beyond the design point for this airfoil, but these conditions are representative of those that might be required for flutter verification beyond cruise conditions. Forced pitching oscillation data were acquired with amplitudes of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 degrees and frequencies of 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz.
Limitcd data is also available at frequencies below 5 Hz, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics turntable mechanism located onthetunnel sidewall. Thewinghadanaspect ratioof 10.3 anda leadingedge sweep of28.8degrees. It wasequipped with three hydraulically driven control surfaces, two inboard andoneoutboard aileron. Theinboard surfaces were heldfixedat0-degrees andonlythe aileron wasdeflected statically anddynamically. The wing contour wasformed fromthree different supercritical airfoilshapes located atthewingfuselage junction, thewingplanform break, andthe wingtip.Thethree sections had thickness-to-chord ratios of0.15, 0.12, and 0.11respectively. Thewing construction jig shape wasderived fromthcdefincd cruise Machnumber of0.80, thccorresponding loading conditions, andthcflexibility ofthewing structure. Geometric and structural details ofthe model aredetailed inReferencc 24. Thelocations ofthewinginstrumentation areshown inFigure 24.Theinstrumentation consisted of 191 pressure transducers and10accelerometers. In addition, strain gages were located near thewingroot tomeasure bending moments. Themodcl angle-ofattack wasmeasured byaservo acceleromcter that wasmounted near thewingroot,Bothsteady and unsteady pressures were obtained using differential pressure transducers referenced tothetunnel's static pressure. Streamwise rowsofupper andlower surface pressure orifices were located atsixspan stations shown in thefigure. All these surface orifices were connected topressure transducers by matched tubes having a0. 
BENCHMARK MODELS
Benchmark
Models Program
The Figure 34 shows the airfoil profiles used to define the three models. One model was built using a NACA 0012 airfoil and was designated B0012. The second model, designated B64A010, used a NACA 64A010 airfoil, and the third model flow conditions on the BSCW. The B64A010 was chosen because it has transonic characteristics that fall somewhere between the two extremes.
The three wing models were constructed and instrumented similarly, with slight differences in detail. They were fabricated in three parts, as shown in Figure 35 , to provide ready access to the instrumentation. Each had a rectangular planform with a span of 32 inches plus a tip of revolution. The chord for the three wings was'16 inches, giving the wings a panel aspect ratio of two. They were machined of aluminum to a very smooth finish.
Detailed geometry measurements were performed for each of the wings along several sections so that astested geometries could be accurately modeled in computational methods. Table   2 . In addition to the testing on the PAPA, the B0012 and BSCW models were tested on a rigid mount by locking the PAPA mechanism. The model could be pitched statically with the turntable, but there was no balance in this system for force measurements. unsteady pressure transducers located along the chord at 60 percent span and 40 located at 95 percent span. The distribution for BSCW is illustrated in Figure 38 , but was slightly different for each model.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Figure 37 . Anextensive experimental dataset hasbeen acquired ontheBACTwing.Themajority oftesting was performed intheheavy gas, R-12, butlimited data were also acquired inair. Static cases include variation ofMachnumber andangle-of-attack forthe baseline configuration, static deflection ofeach ofthe individual control surfaces atavariety ofMath numbers andangles-of-attack, and static deflections ofcombinations ofcontrol surfaces. Dynamic data wasalso acquired withthemodcl mounted onthe rigidstrut byoscillating individual control surfaces at avariety offrequencies, amplitudes, andmean deflections. Bothflutter data andforced response datawere acquired withthemodel mounted onthe PAPA. Ingeneral, themodel wastested atMach numbers between 0.63and 0.94, atangles-of-attack ranging from-4to+10degrees. Trailing-edge control surface static deflections ranged from-10to +12degrees, andspoiler deflections varied between 0 and40degrees. Control surface oscillations were accomplished atfrequencies upto10Hz,and amplitudes of I, 2,and 4degrees forthetrailing-edge control surface andupto10degrees forthespoilers. Transition wasfixedatfivepercent chord onboththe upper andlowersurfaces using agritstrip.
A sample ofunsteady pressure data acquired during a trailing-edge control surface oscillation isshown in Figure 44 .Theflowconditions forthiscase are Mach0.77 and4.0degrees angle-of-attack andthe data areforthe60%span station. Thetopfigure presents themean pressure coefficient along thewing chord. Themiddle and bottom figures show thereal (in-phase) andimaginary (out-of-phase) pressure components, respectively, referenced tothetrailingedge control surface motion. Inthese plots, theshock motion isclearly identifiable intheunsteady pressures, asis thepressure disturbance atthehinge lineofthecontrol surface. The wings for these models were patterned off an existing High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) planform known as Referencc H. Figure 474_ shows the wing planform and instrumentation layout for these models. To accommodate instrumentation in the wing tip area, the airfoil sections were scaled to be four percent thick over the entire wing planform.
The models were constructed using composite materials that consisted of a foam wing core with graphite epoxy (RSM) or fiberglass (FSM) skins bonded to the core. Rigid fuselage fairings were constructed for the models to serve two purposes.
First thcy displaced the wing sufficiently far enough from the wind-tunnel wall so that the wing root would not be in the tunnel wall boundary layer. Second they provide a realistic aerodynamic boundary condition at the wing root.
The models were mounted to a turntable located behind the east wall of the TDT that was used to control the model angle-of-attack. A variety of attachment devices were used to mount the models to the turntable. Both models were tested on a balance as shown in the figure. The HSR-RSM was also tested on a variation of the Pitch and Plunge Apparatus (PAPA) 4_to simulate rigid body, two degree of freedom dynamics on the model. The
HSR-FSM was only tested on the balance for subcritical conditions.
A rigid strut replaced the balance for flutter testing. The HSR-RSM as it was mounted in the TDT is shown in Figure 48 . were acquired for all three tests.
Steady and dynamic data were obtained on these models in the form of angle-of-attack polars, steady flap deflection polars and forced dynamic response due to flap deflections. These data are summarized in Table 3 for the three test entries. Due to dynamic constraints, a second, significantly shorter fuselage fairing was constructed for the HSR-RSM model when it was mounted to the PAPA. Therefore, much of the static data acquired during the first tunnel entry of the HSR-RSM was repeated for the PAPA test by initially mounting the model on a rigid strut. The PAPA data described in thc table were all acquired on this rigid strut. Typical pressure distributions obtained on the HSR-RSM and the HSR-FSM are shown in Figure 49 .
This plot of the 60 percent span pressure coefficient versus nondimensional local streamwise coordinate at Math 0.95, 2 degrees angle-of-attack, and a dynamic pressure of 150 psf clearly shows the effect of static aeroelastic deflections between the HSR-RSM and the HSR-FSM. In addition to the pressure data available in Table 3 , unsteady pressures were also measured at or near flutter for the HSR-FSM and the HSR-RSM on the PAPA. Figure 504_ 
BUFFET PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
One of the fundamental categories of problems in aeroelasticity is that of buffeting and the associated input of buffet. Generally buffeting is used to refer to structural dynamic response whereas buffet refers to the input forcing function such as unsteady aerodynamic forces. In the TDT, unsteady pressure measurements have been made to investigate the buffet pressures on both aircraft and launch vehicles. Some veryearly buffet pressure characteristics froma preliminary investigation ofarepresentative launch vehicle were published inreference 5[ofTND-1633]. These early dataindicated that, under certain conditions, root-mean-square buffet pressures ashigh asone-fourth thefree-stream dynamic pressure might beobtained behind thefirstshoulder ofthe configuration. Themagnitude ofthese buffet loads andpeculiarities of thefluctuating pressures were such astocast doubt onthevalidityoftheusual laws forscaling buffet pressure characteristics frommodel tofullscale. Thepresent more detailed investigation wasthen undertaken withemphasis onattacking the problems raised bythepreliminary investigation. Thetwofold purpose oftheinvestigation was: (I) to define anybuffet problem areas onthelarge manned launch vehicle, and (2) The rigid models were equipped with six unsteady pressure transducers on the upper stages along one streamwise line and the largc model had another on the forward cone cylinder shoulder at 180 degrees around the circumfercncc. The models and instrumentation are outlined in Figure 52 . Thc unsteady pressure gages were early NACA gages that were an electrical, variable-gap, inductance type.
They were differential pressure gages that were connected through long tubes to an adjacent static orifice in order to sense only the unsteady pressures.
The output was passed through amplifiers and recorded on an FM tape recorder. The output of four transducers also were sent to mean square meters and then.to a strip chart recorder for online monitoring.
Power spectral density (PSD) evaluations were carried out on an analog spectral analyzer from the data recorded on the tape recorder for frequencies up to 600 Hz. It might be noted that these analyses were performed before Fast Fourier Transform methods had been developed. Also, the number of static and dynamic pressure transducers would be considered sparse by current standards.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics A sample of the resulting static and root-mean-square of the unsteady pressures is given in Figure 53 for several Mach numbers. There are large peaks in both the steady and unsteady pressures just aft of the expansion corners. The peaks are particularly pronounced for the Mach 0.96 case. An example of the scaled PSDs is given in Figure 54 . The result shows that the values for the two models compared favorably as scaled.
The following section, taken from the summary of the 
Project FIRE
A test with similar objectives and concerns was 
PSTL-I Saturn-Apollo Model
In the continuing effort to define the Saturn-Apollo structural loads during the ascent phase after launch, a series of models were tested in several tunnels. Figure 2 shows the PSTL-1 model sting-mounted in the TDT. Although no information is available about this lest other than the photographs, it would be expected that it would be carried out in similar fashion to the earlier Saturn-Apollo and project FIRE tests. These test-s would also permit correlation of test data from the larger TDT facility with the results from the other three facilities.
Again no published results from this test are known to be available. Figure 57 . Atlas-Centaur model mounted in the TDT. 
Atlas-Centaur Large Payload Fairing Model
In order to handle larger payloads, the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle was equipped with a large "hammerhead" type fairing and was referred to as Attas-I LPF. The new fairing raised questions about possible buffeting on this vehicle compared to the base vehicle that had a smooth forebody.
A 1/10scale aeroelastically-scaled model was built and tested in the TDT _4. A photograph of the model as tested in the TDT is shown in Figure 57 . Several different payload fairings were investigated with particular emphasis on the transonic speed range.
The effects of angle of attack were also examined.
Although the primary emphasis of the test was on measuring buffeting response, there were 20 unsteady pressure transducers that could be mounted at 23 different locations. The instrumentation layout is given in figure Figure 58 . 
Delta Launch Vehicles
Even after several decades of time have passed, there is still concern about launch vehicle buffet loads. More recent tests on launch vehicle buffet and buffeting have been conducted on the Delta II and Delta III launch vehicles. The primary focus of these tests was buffet on the aft end of the bulbous nose or forebody of these vehicles. The Delta II model is shown in the TDT in Figure 59 . It was instrumented with 40 static pressure orifices connected to an ESP The Delta III model is shown in Figure 60 . This launch vehicle has a different nose shape, a longer cylindrical section ofthebulbous nose, andhas simulated solidbooster rockets ontheaftportion. It wassimilarly instrumented, but with60static pressure ports, and91unsteady pressure gages with theaddition ofmeasurements onthesolidboosters.
These buffet measurements were provided tothe companies involved andnoresults arepublishcd. For these cases, there isabout anorder ofmagnitude increase in instrumentation over theearlytests, which wasenabled byimprovements intransducers, thedata processing system, andstorage technology. Data analysis and computer technologies have also progressed tofacilitate data evaluation.
AIRCRAFT BUFFET
RF-4C Buffet
Operational problems were encountered with vibration in the nose of the RF4-C reconnaissance aircraft that had a rather pronounced flat-faced ramp 55 housing the forward-looking camera . A IA-scalc rigid model of only the nose portion of the RF4-C was built along with a model of the nose of the F-4C
fighter and a faired generic equivalent. The models of the RF4-C and F4-C noses are shown in Figure 61 . Figure 73 in terms of RMS values as measured on thc tail and the wing root. The RMS values on the wing peak at higher angles-of-attack than for the tail due to thc forward motion of the vortex burst as angle-of-attack is increased.
A sample cross-spectral density is shown in Figure 74 . The trends are similar to those of the F-18, with a nearly linear variation of phase with frequency.
These tail-buffet tests have provided insight to the buffeting of twin vertical tails and into the use of scaled models to assess high angle of attack trends. concern, and consequently the amount of TNT was limited to 0.1 pound. The results were provided to the project personnel and were not published.
Transition Cone
There have been several efforts over the years to use unsteady pressure measurements to characterize the flow unsteadiness of the freestream flow of the tunnel and have generally been undocumented. One notable example was an effort to measure the overall flow turbulence levels by determining transition location on a slender cone and comparing the results with flight test data _'_2. Boundary layer data, microphone noise or pressure measurements, and total pressure unsteady measurements were made in many wind tunnels. The cone is shown mounted in the TDT in Figure 76 . An important result of these tests was that the turbulence level of the TDT was categorized to be in the avera,_e large tunnel" level.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics The model will be retested in the TDT as the MAVRIC-I. Figure 80 indicates the location of instrumentation that has been added to the model. for obtaining such datasets is to mount structurally rigid wind-tunnel models capable of measuring unsteady surface pressure data to an oscillating turntable. By this technique, unsteady pressure data can be obtained for a model oscillating in pitch at a variety of amplitudes and frequencies.
The relationship between the magnitude and phase of the pressure data with respect to the model motion can then be determined and compared against theoretical unsteady aerodynamics methods. This type of testing has been previously performed at the TDT and numerous other facilities around the world. However, these tests typically consist of relatively small models due to the limitations of the available mounting hardware and oscillation apparatus.
These small models often limit the unsteady pressure instrumentation suite that can be included in the test.
In addition, the oscillation mechanisms used to perform these tests often have a relatively limited frequency range over which they can pitch the model.
At low frequencies phase differences between the model motion andtheunsteady pressure dataare usually small anddifficult tomeasure. Therefore, it isimpossible toconfidently assess thetemporal accuracy oftheoretical metht_ls, especially theoutof-phase components ofpressure, using lowfrequency experimental data. A forced-oscillation device capable ofpitching largescale models atrelatively highfrequencies wouldbea valuable toolforgenerating computational Code validation data andgeneral research in thearea of unsteady aerodynamics. Tothisend, anoscillating turntable (O'l'q") mechanism has been developed, installed, andtested in theTDT.Thisdevice is shown inFigure 8I. TheOTTismounted ona platform that iscantilevered offtheeast wall of the TDT.The OTFsitsonapairoffloorrailsthat allow it toberetracted awayfromtheTDTwallforease of maintenance andaccess tothetunnel wall.Inthe figure, theOTTis intheretracted position. Models aremounted totheendofthepitchstrut after theunit has been moved toitsforward position. Theturntable consists ofarotary hydraulic actuator andsupport equipment capable ofgenerating 495,000 in-lbs of torque, abearing housing forthepitchstrut, anda diskbrake mechanism forstopping model oscillations. Theunitisdesigned tosinusoidally oscillate models about mean angles-of-attack between -15and+45degrees withpitchinertias aslarge as 65,000 lbm-in 2atfrequencies upto40Hzand1 degree pitchamplitude. Models withpitchinertias up to250,000 lbm-in 2canbeoscillated atupto20Hz and1degree amplitude. It isalsocapable of oscillating bothofthese models at I Hzandupto10 degrees amplitude. Given these capabilities andthe power required tomeet them, numerous fail-safe, emergency shutdown, andsafety features have been designed intotheOq"I". At theheart of thissystem is adiskbrake capable ofstopping themodel within15 degrees ofmotion after thebrake isapplied. In addition tofail-safe systems that activate thebrake in anemergency stop situation orwhen electrical and/or hydraulic power arelost, thehydraulic actuator also jogstoalow-power mode whenever theTDTtest section access door isopen.
TheOTTanditssupport systems have been installed intheTDT.TheOTI"has been tested ina wind-off m_xte inthetunnel anditsperformance specifications have been verified. Wind-on testing withtheO'rTis scheduled formidtolate2000 using theHSR-RSM, previously described inthispaper, asthetest article. A second entry totest alarge commercial transport model isscheduled forlate2000 toearly2001.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Tests involving unsteady pressure measurements have been conducted in the TDT for nearly four decades. The majority of the nonbuffet unsteady pressure data have also been acquired on semispan models. Many factors contribute to the evolution of this approach. Model cost and volume constraints associated with unsteady pressure testing are two of these. Generic models are cheaper to construct than highly detailed models, and for a given wind tunnel, semispan models can be designed to a larger scale factor than their full-span counterparts. The available analytical methods have also played a role in this somewhat generic approach to unsteady pressure testing. which involve shock-boundary laycr interaction, separated flows and structural interactions. As these investigations focus on more detailed aeroelastic phenomena, the configuration of the vehicle will likely play a more dominant role, so the geometric complexity of the unsteady pressure models tested in the TDT will likely increase. The test techniques and cases outlined in this paper provide an outstanding basis for future research in unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelasticity, and the TDT is well-positioned to provide anothcr forty years of fruitful research in this arena.
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